Sustainability Matters
Attracting wildlife to landscaped
areas at Larkhill
October 2019
Anyone fortunate enough to have visited or worked at the new Larkhill messes and their adjacent accommodation
buildings in early July could hardly fail to have noticed the vibrant display of wildflowers in the margins around the site.
Indeed, many people commented on the colourful spectacle that nature has provided, with a little help from Aspire
Defence Capital Works (ADCW).
The west side of this ABHGEN design area was
landscaped in 2018 with embankments and
swale features, which were sprayed with
hydraulic seed early the following year. The seed
contained a mixture of native wildflowers and
grasses specially recommended for damper
areas, including white Ox-eye Daisy and the
violet hues of Tufted Vetch and Purple
Loosestrife. Not all the colourful flowers
however were the result of the ‘hydro-seeding’,
some are entirely natural and come from the
existing seed bank present in the excavated
material, such as the red Field Poppy and yellow
Corn Marigold and Evening Primrose. The variety
of low maintenance grasses serve to stabilise the
embankments as well as providing a valuable
habitat for voles and shrews.
Local insect populations have been quick to
exploit the situation and large patches of Kidney
Vetch have already attracted a rare butterfly, the
Small Blue. This tiny insect is well known for its
ability to exploit opportunities and colonise new
habitat over considerable distances. Quite an
achievement for the UK’s smallest butterfly.
Some of the other butterflies seen include an
abundance of Small Skipper, several Marbled
White and the occasional Dark Green Fritillary.
Those more observant may have noticed the
Painted Lady which has enjoyed a minor invasion
to the UK during 2019. Also, numerous blue
butterflies were reported around the sustainable
drainage systems (SuDS) near the project offices
in the HNFGEN design area this summer. These
were generally the Common Blue but there is a
small population of the scarcer and brighter
Adonis Blue elsewhere on Purvis Lines.
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Plate 1: Wildflower margin at LA0674 ABHGEN Larkhill

Plates 2, 3 & 4: Small Blue,
Painted Lady and Adonis Blue
butterflies, not to scale,
photographed at Larkhill

The management regime for these landscaped areas generally involves one or two cuts per year, in order to preserve
the nutrient poor soil conditions favoured by some calcareous plants. There is always a delicate balance to be
achieved between the need for routine maintenance and conserving habitats for the benefit of wildlife.
ABHGEN is not the only place where wildflowers can be seen in
Larkhill camp. In March 2019 a small wildflower meadow was sown
in the Horne conservation zone (south of the developed section of
the HNFGEN design area) with seed purchased by ADCW. This now
provides a colourful setting for the new development across the
western zone of the camp (PLKGEN design area) where the large
SuDS ponds have already attracted a wide variety of dragonflies,
such as the impressive Southern Hawker. The rough grassland in
this conservation zone is designated as a sanctuary for Common
Lizard and the specially formed clearings on adjacent woodland
edge are now home to the vulnerable Duke of Burgundy butterfly,
a family of foxes and the location of two different types of polemounted bat boxes.
A 70m long chalk bank was created at Horne conservation zone in
January 2019 following utility diversion work and set with 189
plug plants, including Horseshoe Vetch and Bird’s foot Trefoil, to
support the specialist ‘blue’ butterflies. These, together with
other vetch seed donated by Butterfly Conservation and
scattered along the adjoining scrape, should produce an excellent
habitat for 2020. Small groups of Goldfinch and Long-tailed Tit are
now frequently seen in this area, where Yellowhammer and
Whitethroat nest among the hawthorn scrub and thick bramble.

Plate 5: Common Lizard at Larkhill

Plate 6: Planting Horseshoe Vetch and Bird’s
foot Trefoil on chalk bank at Larkhill

Elsewhere at Larkhill, over twenty eggs of the elusive Brown Hairstreak were recently discovered on small blackthorn
bushes at ROAGEN, part of a native shrub mix planted by ADCW in 2017. This is just one more example of how
wildlife will quickly take advantage of any suitable habitat wherever it is provided on the garrison.

Plates 7 - 8: Brown Hairstreak caterpillar (well camouflaged!) and butterfly (not so well
camouflaged!) sunbathing at Larkhill
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These initiatives at Larkhill are linked
with UN Sustainable Development
Goals 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 & 15.

